MAYER WEISKOPF
rabbinic studies with Rabbi Jonas = son of famous Rabbi Mendel Zell Rosenbaum
1853-1875 hazzan + shochet + mohel in Fischach (Bavaria),
1875-1913 shochet in Fuerth, also served as torah teacher (titled "Rabbi")
born 1832 Aub (Bavaria), died 29 Oct 1915 Fuerth
parents = Rabbi David Weiskopf + wife Voegele nee Rosenbaum
married 28 Aug 1851

SOFIE WEILER nee Kahn (born Elischeva)
widow of hazzan Emanuel Weiler, who died in Fischach on 16 Jul 1853 (A)
born 7 Feb 1824 Fischach, died 20 Mar 1890 Fuerth
parents = hazzan Moises Kahn in Fischach + wife Babette

CHILDREN (all born in Fischach):

(01) BELLA
20 Apr 1856 - 25 Apr 1889 (died in Gunzenhausen)
married 27 Apr 1881 in Kleinerdingen
ISRAEL MOSES WARSCHAWSKY from Kowno
(changed family name to WARSCHAUER in 1886)
came from Homburg/Main to Gunzenhausen in 1882
and served there as shochet + cantor until 1906,
then caretaker of Jewish hospital in Fuerth
20 Oct 1858 - 13 Feb 1922 (died in Fuerth)
father = Chaim Hirsch Warschawsky
couple produced 3 children, born in Gunzenhausen =
(a) NN Warschauer (stillborn son) 08 Aug 1883
(b) Klara Warschauer (21 Oct 1884 - ca 1942 Izbica)
married 25 Jun 1909 in Fuerth
Max Rohrheimer from Biblis near Bensheim(Hessia)
merchant in Fuerth
20 Jan 1881 - ca 1942 Izbica
parents = Isaac Rohrheimer + wife Lina
daughter Bella Rohrheimer ca 1910 ? - ?
marrried
NN Stern ? - ?
couple lived in New York by 1946
(c) Hermann Warschauer 08 Dec 1886 - 10 Dec 1886
born as Chaim Hirsch in memory of grandfather
ISRAEL MOSES WARSCHAUER as a widower
married 20 Apr 1890 in Fuerth Bella's sister
DEBORAH WEISKOPF (see child nr 12)
08 Jul 1868 - 1942 ("disappeared" in Minsk)
deported from Fuerth, victim of Shoah

(02) SELIGMANN
02 Apr 1857 - 27 Jun 1857
(03) VEIS  08 Apr 1858 - 26 Jun 1858

(04) ISAIAS  
21 Mar 1859 - 16 Jul 1943 (died in New York) around 1886 merchant in Altenstadt, since 1888 banker in Huerben by acquiring "Gerstle & Buehler Bank", branch offices in surrounding villages, bank was "arianized" in 1938 by "Bayerische Hypothen- und Wechselbank", Isaias Weiskopf then emigrated to USA married 23 May 1886 in Altenstadt  
FRIEDA GUMP from Huerben  
12 Jul 1859 - 23 Jan 1937 (died in Huerben) parents = horsedaeler Jacob Gump + wife Zierle nee Barbier couple produced 2 daughters =  
(a) Else Weiskopf 30 May 1900 - May 1985 New York married before 1922 in Noerdlingen Norbert Neumann from Noerdlingen  
10 Aug 1890 - July 1964 (died in New York) their son Kurt David Neumann born 9 Aug 1924 emigrated to USA in 1938  
(b) Bella Weiskopf 21 Jul 1887 - October 1967 (died in New York) married in July 1910 Jakob Spanier from Munich since 1910 bank partner of Isaias Weiskopf  
05 Jan 1879 - June 1968 (died in New York) in 1939 couple emigrated to London, England later to USA

(05) KAULA  24 Feb 1860 - 01 Apr 1860

(06) JOSEF  13 Feb 1861 - 22 Dec 1895 (died in Fuerth) he was not married

(07) ISAK LOEB  
13 Apr 1862 - 10 Oct 1939 (died in Krumbach) married 2 Sep 1890 BELLA KAHN from Stuttgart deported to Theresienstadt in 1942, returned to Germany after World War II  
12 Aug 1867 - 19 Jul 1948 (died in Munich) parents = ?

(08) RACHEL  18 Aug 1865

(09) JONAS  
13 May 1865 - 1934 (died in Frankfurt/Main) master baker in Noerdingen, later Nuernberg married 28 Dec 1886 in Wuerzburg BERTHA SCHUSTER from Sterbfritz  
23 Mar 1864 - 1933 (died in Frankfurt/Main ?) parents = Markus Schuster + wife Esther nee Nussbaum (see own family sheet)

(10) PINCHAS  1st twin  25 Nov 1865 - 10 Mar 1866

(11) LINA  2nd twin  25 Nov 1865 - 26 Mar 1866
(12) **DEBORAH**
08 Jul 1868 - ca 1942 ("disappeared" in Minsk)
made 20 Apr 1890 in Fuerth
her deceased sister Bella's husband

**ISRAEL MOSES WARSCHAUER** (born in Kowno)
1882-1906 shochet + cantor in Gunzenhausen
then caretaker of Jewish hospital in Fuerth
20 Oct 1858 - 13 Feb 1922 (died in Fuerth)
father = Chaim Hirsch Warschawsky

couple produced 2 daughters =

(a) **Sofia Warschauer** (28 Apr 1891 - ca 1942 Izbica)
made 31 Mar 1919 in Fuerth
**Emil Emden** from Wassertruedingen
lived in Wassertruedingen
12 Feb 1859 - 10 Apr 1932 (died from a
heartattack on day of parliament election)
parents = Albert Emden + wife NN

(b) **Hermann Warschauer** (04 Jun 1892 - 1914 New York)
born as Chaim Zwi

(c) **David Warschauer** (10 Apr 1897 - 01 Jan 1946)
settled in Nuernberg, emigrated to USA
(died in Allstone, Massachusetts USA)
made
**Martha NN**
? - ?

(A) Emanuel Weiler was born in Dennenlohe and died in Fischach. His son
Abraham Weiler became cantor of the newly founded Jewish Community in
Noerdlingen in 1870. So Abraham Weiler was the step-grandson of famous David
Weiskopf, Rabbi for the Wallerstein Dirstict.